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WGN Radio’s Dave Plier welcomes Steve Phillipos of the Chicago Automobile Trade Association to
talk about this weekend’s Chicago Auto Show: Special Edition.

The Chicago Auto Show reimagined; Bronco vs. Jeep, test tracks, street fest
The pandemic has drawn attention to an issue that has been proposed from time to time for years: how
employers can better encourage employees to save. Some states, like New York, have focused on ...

Auto-IRA vs. Emergency Savings Account: Which Is Better for Workers?
Although they’re not direct competitors, the 4Runner and Bronco have a few things in common. Both are
body-on-frame SUVs, both are capable of traversing difficult terrain, and both feature at least ...

Toyota Fails to Throw Shade at Ford in 4Runner vs. Bronco Comparison Video
Grand Theft Auto’s fictional city of Los Santos is getting its own underground modified car scene. GTA
Online’s Los Santos Tuners update launches on July 20, bringing dedicated tuner-based missions ...

How Many Of These New Grand Theft Auto Tuner Cars Do You Recognize?
GAD Motors found out that the Mercedes-Benz V-Class engine bay is big enough to house AMG’s V8.
That’s where things get more interesting.
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Mercedes-Benz V-Class Vs Exotic Cars in a Drag Race
Fenhaus Impresses! It turns out, Luke Fenhaus' appearance vs. a who's who of racing legends was more than
a side show: In fact, the 17-year-old put on a great show and nearly won the event! In fact, F ...

Luke Fenhaus Impresses Vs. NASCAR, Indy Legends
There’s a low inventory of new cars due to the pandemic, but should you consider a used car instead? Keep
these factors in mind before making a decision.

Pandemic Auto Shortage Influencing Debate Over New vs. Used Cars
Earlier this week, a true hero by the name of Giuliano Giacaglia went through the trouble of combing
through the hours of footage showing Tesla's FSD Beta 9.0 in action that was already available on ...

Tesla's FSD Beta 9 Vs Concrete Pillars - Return to the Scene of the Crime
Global “Automatic Cell Sorter Market” report is a detailed description of industry size, market share,
different ...

Automatic Cell Sorter Market Report 2021 by Growing Demands, Latest Innovation, Sales Revenue,
Challenges and Global Forecast 2027
German carmaker Daimler AG’s (DDAIF) strategic partnerships to grow its commercial vehicle business
and establish itself as a strong fuel cell ...

Is Daimler AG a Winner in the Auto Manufacturers Industry?
Volkswagen just revealed pricing and U.S. details for the 2022 VW GTI and Golf R. The hot hatchbacks get
pricey quickly.

2022 VW GTI and Golf R pricing revealed at Chicago Auto Show
Despite the near coast-to-coast lockdown through much of 2020 due to COVID-19 pandemic, the value of
the specialty-equipment industry increased last year roughly 3.6% to nearly $48 billion, according ...

Auto aftermarket grew in 2020 despite pandemic — SEMA
US prime and subprime auto loan and lease ABS are performing at record levels, primarily driven by soaring
used veh ...

Soaring Vehicle Values Support Record Auto ABS Performance
Cars.com reviewers Mike Hanley, Joe Wiesenfelder and Brian Normile trekked the show floor and came
away most impressed with the 2022 Ford Maverick. Here’s why.

2021 Chicago Auto Show: Best in Show
Fitch Ratings expects to assign ratings and Rating Outlooks to Hyundai Auto Receivables Trust (HART)
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2021-B. Fitch' ...

Fitch Expects to Rate Hyundai Auto Receivables Trust 2021-B; Issues Presale
Jul (The Expresswire) -- "Final Report will add the analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on this industry"
Auto Grease Lube System Marketreport ...

Auto Grease Lube System Market 2021: Analysis Report Includes Market Size, Share, Growth, Industries and
Forecast 2027
U.S. retail sales unexpectedly increased in June as demand for goods remained strong even as spending is
shifting back to services, supporting expectations that economic growth accelerated in the ...

Cash-flush Americans lift U.S. retail sales; shortages depress auto purchases
Kansas’ men’s basketball team will meet North Texas in a first-round ESPN Events Invitational game set
for Thursday, Nov. 25 at HP Field House at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex in Kissimmee, ...

Matchups set for ESPN Events Invitational: KU to open hoops tourney vs. North Texas
After scoring 83 total points in Game 2 and 3 of the NBA Finals, Giannis Antetokounmpo is beyond a
concern for the Phoenix Suns. How will they respond?

From the conference: World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems, 3rd annual, 14-18 Oct 1996,
Orlando, Fla.
This book presents social, cognitive and neuroscientific approaches to the study of self-control, connecting
recent work in cognitive and social psychology with recent advances in cognitive and social neuroscience. In
bringing together multiple perspectives on self-control dilemmas from internationally renowned researchers
in various allied disciplines, this is the first single-reference volume to illustrate the richness, depth, and
breadth of the research in the new field of self control.
"This volume provides an authoritative synthesis of a dynamic, influential area of psychological research.
Leading investigators address all aspects of dual-process theories: their core assumptions, conceptual
foundations, and applications to a wide range of social phenomena. In 38 chapters, the volume addresses the
pivotal role of automatic and controlled processes in attitudes and evaluation; social perception; thinking and
reasoning; self-regulation; and the interplay of affect, cognition, and motivation. Current empirical and
methodological developments are described. Critiques of the duality approach are explored and important
questions for future research identified"--

Written by one of the world's leading authorities on close relationships, this accessible study is one of the first
to look seriously at what science can tell us about love, sex and friendship.
This encyclopaedia covers Characterization Hierarchy Containing Augmented Characterizations to Video
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Compression.

Even to the casual observer of the automotive industry, it is clear that driving in the 21st century will be
radically different from driving as we know it today. Significant advances in diverse technologies such as
digital maps, communication links, processors, image processing, chipcards, traffic management, and vehicle
positioning and tracking, are enabling extensive development of intelligent transport systems (ITS).
Proponents of ITS view these technologies as freeing designers to re-define the role and function of transport
in society and to address the urgent problems of congestion, pollution, and safety. Critics, on the other hand,
worry that ITS may prove too complex, too demanding, and too distracting for users, leading to loss of skill,
increased incidence of human error, and greater risk of accidents. The role of human factors is widely
acknowledged to be critical to the successful implementation of such technologies. However, too little
research is directed toward advancing the science of human-ITS interaction, and too little is published which
is useful to system designers. This book is an attempt to fill this critical gap. It focuses on the intelligent driver
interface (IDI) because the ergonomics of IDI design will influence safety and usability perhaps more than
the technologies which underlie it. The chapters cover a broad range of topics, from cognitive considerations
in the design of navigation and route guidance, to issues associated with collision warning systems, to
monitoring driver fatigue. The chapters also differ in intent -- some provide design recommendations while
others describe research findings or new approaches for IDI research and development. Based in part on
papers presented at a symposium on the ergonomics of in-vehicle human systems held under the auspices of
the 12th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association, the book provides an international
perspective on related topics through inclusion of important contributions from Europe, North America,
and Japan. Many of the chapters discuss issues associated with navigation and route guidance because such
systems are the most salient and arguably the most complex examples of IDI. However, the findings and
research methodologies are relevant to other systems as well, making this book of interest to a wide audience
of researchers, design engineers, transportation authorities, and academicians involved with the development
or implementation of ITS.
This volume provides insight into linguistic pragmatics from the perspective of linguists who have been
influenced by philosophy. Theory of Mind and perspectives on point of view are presented along with other
topics including: semantics vs. semiotics, clinical pragmatics, explicatures, cancellability of explicatures,
interactive language use, reference, common ground, presupposition, definiteness, logophoricity and point
of view in connection with pragmatic inference, pragmemes and language games, pragmatics and artificial
languages, the mechanism of the form/content correlation from a pragmatic point of view, amongst other
issues relating to language use. Relevance Theory is introduced as an important framework, allowing readers
to familiarize themselves with technical details and linguistic terminology. This book follows on from the first
volume: both contain the work of world renowned experts who discuss theories relevant to pragmatics. Here,
the relationship between semantics and pragmatics is explored: conversational explicatures are a way to
bridge the gap in semantics between underdetermined logical forms and full propositional content. These
volumes are written in an accessible way and work well both as a stimulus to further research and as a guide to
less experienced researchers and students who would like to know more about this vast, complex, and
difficult field of inquiry.
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